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AIRWeb after 5 years

- Self-examination natural
- Redirection possibilities
AIRWeb Topics Have a History

- Brin and Page, 1998
- Kleinberg, 1998/1999
- Bharat and Henzinger, 1998
- Lempel and Moran, 2000

- “Adversarial IR” coined by Broder in 2000
Work in AIRWeb topics has blossomed over the years

- Papers have been published in high-visibility venues
- Most relevant CFPs now include adversarial IR topics
Has the AIRWeb workshop become superfluous?
Potential for Research and Development in Adversarial IR

- Not just AIRWeb
- Not strictly for the Web
Introduction

- Why am I here?
  - To remind you of things you might already know, but perhaps haven’t thought about for a while

- Definitions
  - Adversarial: Assumes competing parties trying to affect the outcome of a system (system could be an algorithm, a market, etc)
  - Adversarial IR: Information retrieval, ranking, or classification system affected by multiple parties acting in their own interest
The Future
Search is **Power**

- The world now looks to the Web
  - through the eyes of search engines
  - to see what is happening
  - to answer questions
  - to learn

- “For the user, search is the power to find things, and for whoever controls the engine, search is the power to shape what you see.” —*Blown to Bits*

- Thus, adversarial web IR is tremendously important as it affects who controls search engine results
Perspectives

- It is common to find organizations (sometimes even extremist) that cater to a specific audience, both offline and online
  - Often telling them what they want to hear

- Every society has competing factions
  - liberal vs. conservative
  - orthodox vs. secular

- Many media organizations are aligned with, or at least cater to particular mindsets
  - News companies
Media/mind control

- Concentrated ownership of mass media long believed to be dangerous
  - Monopoly concerns
  - Desire for diversity of opinion and unfettered/unfiltered access to information

- The same kinds of divisions of perspective do not appear in today’s search engines
  - Might expect them to develop as engines get better in answering non-factoid questions
  - Engines may still be manipulated by particular ideologies!

Surprising!
The truth

- What information can be considered true or objective?
  - Important to find out!
  - The Web is becoming the sum of human knowledge

- Imagine an adversary that does not want to sell anything, but instead wishes to influence public perception on some topic
  - Link bombing ("Google-bombing") is of this type
  - Future attacks might affect summarization, automated Q&A systems
  - Could be subtle! Extremist organizations, even (esp!) governments, may be willing to have a low-profile but effective impact on public perception of events and issues before us

- So this leads to a futuristic research challenge
  - Discover people/pages that are intentionally distorting the truth
The Present
Adversarial IR Today

- The field has typically focused on immediate responses to immediate problems
  - How to address specific kinds of search engine spam
  - Sometimes also considers the effect of publishing the method

- This is a war (of sorts)
“Know your enemy.”
—Sun Tzu, The Art of War

- How many kinds of spammers?
  - Are they in identifiable camps?
  - Do they work together or against each other?

- How many spammers are there?
  - Is there a subset that is particularly effective?
  - Is the set of (effective) spammers growing?

- What are the methods that spammers use?
  - Do we need to distinguish between white hat and black hat SEO?
Fighting Search Engine Spam: The big(ger) picture

- Need to look beyond immediate actions and outcomes
- Need to examine and postulate the outcome of the larger adversarial system
  - Not easy!
  - Perhaps like a chess game with perpetual opportunities to change the rules
  - More complex than those typically studied in game theory
  - No one has all information (in the present or of the past)
- Goal: to model (and predict) actions and reactions of the adversaries
Guide: email spam research

- Observed Trends in Spam Construction Techniques: A Case Study of Spam Evolution
  Pu and Webb, CEAS 2006
  - Examined an email spam archive (three years)
  - Celebrates "success stories" of spam methods that no longer are used
    - http://user:password@host.domain
    - Vi<xxx>ag<yyy>ra
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Figure 2: Evolution of the presence of Username:Password URLs
Guide: email spam research

- Observed Trends in Spam Construction Techniques: A Case Study of Spam Evolution
  - Putin
  - Webb, CEAS 2006

- Examined an email spam archive (three years)
- Celebrates “success stories” of spam methods that no longer are used

http://user:password@host.domain

Figure 3: Evolution of specific HTML-based spam obfuscation techniques
Email/web spam analysis

- Characterizing Web Spam Using Content and HTTP Session Analysis
  Webb et al., CEAS 2007
  - ~350K URLs in full Webb corpus (from email spam)
    - 263K unique landing page URLs
    - 202K unique content pages
    - 109K clusters of duplicate and near-duplicate pages (after shingling)
  - 84% of pages hosted on 63.*-69.* and 204.* - 216.* IP addresses
  - Finds dominant sets of spammers
Web spam advertising analysis

Spam Double-Funnel: Connecting Web Spammers with Advertisers
Wang et al., WWW2007

Figure 9: Layer #1: top-15 primary domains/sites by spam doorway appearance counts

Figure 2: Per-category and average redirection-spam densities
Adversarial Situations are Everywhere!

- Email spam
- Search engine spam
- Many more...
Adversarial situations are everywhere:
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Adversarial situations are everywhere.
Who goes there?

Sorry, the account you were headed to has been suspended due to strange activity. Mosey along now, nothing to see here.
Adversarial situations are everywhere:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/cote/52231621/
Adversarial situations are everywhere: blog comments
Adversarial situations are everywhere: blog comments

![Graph of Ham (Legit comments) vs Spam]

Akismet
Adversarial situations are everywhere: blog comments

Thomason, 2007
Adversarial situations are everywhere: blog comments

Thomason, 2007
Adversarial situations are everywhere: blog pings

http://blog.spinn3r.com/2008/01/blog-ping-and-s.html
Spam in Social Systems

- Adversarial activities can be found in many social systems
  - Where they can impact the web (spam)
    - Either by creating links, or as secondary signals for search
    - E.g., Tag spam, comment spam
    - Potential for short-term (at least) research
  - Where they can garner social reputation
    - Masquerade as connectors, mavens, etc.
    - People with thousands of ‘friends’
Acting in self-interest

- It is what (many!) people do
- “Tell me how [and when] you’ll measure me, and I’ll tell you how I’ll behave” – Eliyaho M. Goldratt, *The Goal*
- People are trained to satisfy metrics!
Acting in self-interest

All warfare is based on deception
—Sun Tzu, The Art of War

- What if we had a transparent ranking system?
  - Publicize desired/utilized information
  - Expect self-promotion (and collusion, etc.)
    - But expose it
  - Penalize undesirable behavior
  - Reward desired behavior

- Might require strong identity management
  - (e.g., make activities traceable and thus have a social cost)
What do users want?

- To find information that satisfies their information need
  - To find relevant information…
  - To find reputable information…
  - To find truthful information…

- To maximize their opportunities in business and life
  - To increase visibility
  - To increase (perceived) stature/reputation
  - To increase (perceived) value
Research Topics Summary

- Find inaccurate information
  - Fact-checking, truth estimation, more subtle distortions

- Model adversarial scenario
  - Discover, understand and model the characteristics, knowledge and activities of adversaries
  - Examine history in order to consider the future of the larger adversarial system

- Consider new ranking systems such as transparent ones
  - Expecting and leveraging adversarial behavior
    - Explicitly (transparently) penalize poor behavior that should be discouraged
    - Reward desired behavior (explicitly)
  - Perhaps needing strong identification and tracking
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Thank You!

- I welcome your comments, questions, & discussion

- Brian D. Davison
davison(at)cse.lehigh.edu